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Principal’s Desk     

Mrs Ishwari K Sharma

Principal

JVM, Vidyanagar

Greetings from Jindal Vidya Mandir

"Education breeds confidence. Confidence breeds hope. Hope 
breeds peace"                             -Confucious

The purpose of education is to create the ability in a child to look 
at the world for himself to make his own decision. With this hope  
Jindal Vidya Mandir, Vidyanagar took bold  and safe step to start 
offline school for all the classes in three phases with consent from 
the parents  with their healthy and constructive advices. JVM is 
following all the precautions of Covid-19 for the safety of the 
students.
Keep your dreams alive. Understand to achieve anything requires 

faith and belief in yourself. Vision, hardwork, determination and 
dedication are the key words to succeed. Remember all these 
things are possible for those who believe in themselves. So I wish 
everyone of you a great success in your forthcoming Term I 
examination. I pray almighty to bring light (Deepa) in your life and 
career.
So I wish a very happy, prosperous and pollution free Deepawali

for everyone.



From Editorial Board. 

The greatness of a culture can be found in its festivals and feasts.

It indeed gives us immense pleasure to bring back to you this issue

of "Communique" which is full of celebrations, innovations, events

and more vibrancy than before. The creative activities, ideas, write-

ups and achievements of our passionate team made this 'Newsletter'

richly colourful. This month's edition helps readers to have an

insight of the "Festive and Pious" of JVM Family.

Celebrations in our school have become an integral part of learning

and building a strong cultural belief. These fun-filled festivities

immensely enhance social cohesion and help to develop

understanding for each other. As part of our efforts to inculcate in

students the appreciation of India's rich diversity, and also to

reinforce in them unity, the school celebrates a series of elegant

events. We are sure that you will thoroughly enjoy experiencing the

surreal world of celebrations.

In the end, make it fun, and make it festive! After all, isn’t that 

what these festivals are for?

Turn your whole life into a never-ending festival of joy. 

Happy festivities!  Happy Reading!



SMILES BEHIND THE MASK

Ist phased of reopening of school went pleasantly through leaps and

bounds as students of class 9 - 12 started coming to school. The school

timing was limited to half day in the beginning of the month and

extended to full day after dussehra break. Availability of uniforms

assured more of formal attires. Assembly and prayer made everyone feel

nostalgic and happy. Mrs. Ishwari K sharma, principal told everyone to

thank the almighty for all the blessings received and do their best during

the upcoming days, in a disciplined way.

Students of class 6 to 8 report to school weekly a day or two after

dussehra break, for aerobics/physical education and multiple

assessments. Extreme excitement was observed in this middle school

group, coming to classes after about an year and eight months. By the

end of the month students of classes 4 to 8 started coming to school

daily.

Covid protocols are followed to ensure the safety and well being. Smiles

are the testimonies of the joy of the students, in spite of all adversities.



MOMENTS CAPTURED…

Assembly 

scenes

Sports, 

Aerobics & 

Multiple 

Assess-

ments

• https://youtube.com/shorts/-hT-

dIyNo8c?feature=share

• https://youtu.be/b1BcRQ9pVSM

• https://youtu.be/-K97BR60ick

https://youtube.com/shorts/-hT-dIyNo8c?feature=share
https://youtu.be/b1BcRQ9pVSM
https://youtu.be/-K97BR60ick


Towards ISO 21001:2018 Certification

“ Write what you do, then do what you write" is the motto of 

ISO ( International Organization for Standardization).   

“PQS Mitra team visited all the three campuses of Jindal Vidya 

Mandir and had a discussion on management system, academic 

plans, CCA and safety. Mr. Sachin V Sarkhot, CEO, PQS 

Mitra, Bombay, and his team visited our school. Among the six 

phases, it was the first phase in which the existing system was 

reviewed.  PQS Mitra team guides JVM institution to follow 

correct procedures to maintain quality standards in all the 

fields for ISO Certification by February, 2022.





Students of KLE University visited our 

our school



Theme for the Month: October

Festive and Pious



Gandhi Jayanti is celebrated on 2nd October every year in

remembrance of our beloved Father of the Nation. This year 2021 is

remarked as 152nd birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi, who is an

epitome of peace and compassion.

The patriotic occasion commenced with floral tribute to the great

leaders and felicitation of the Chief Guest of the day, Dr N

Basavaraj, a renowned medical practitioner in Toranagallu. Master

Aditya Pawar and Kumari Ragini welcomed the Chief Guest and

rendered gratitude for gracing the event.

An article presented by Jhanavi Sharma gave insight on the

significance of promoting and adopting khadi in our daily lives. She

explained how the simple spinning wheel, the Charkha became

instrumental in uniting India through Swadeshi movement. This was

followed by a rendition of a soul stirring Bapu’s favourite devotional

song ‘Vaishnava Jana toh...’ which left the audience mesmerized and

spellbound.

As we celebrated Lal Bahadur Shastri Jayanti on the same day, a

poem on the Lal Bahadur Shastri was beautifully presented by

Atiksh Sharma .

Remembering the Path of Truth and 

Non-violence



The students and teachers exhibited creative homage to

Gandhiji by making thoughtful posters and sharing ideas.

Through a small, yet exceptionally amazing tablo, the

students depicted different incidents in Gandhiji’s path of

self reliance.

Chief guest Dr. Basavraj encouraged and congratulated

the participants of various activities. He conveyed the

message to follow the path of harmony and peace as

preached by Mahatma Gandhi. He said that people take

this day to remember the importance of kindness, truth,

non-violence, resilience, simplicity and peace – all the

things Mahatma Gandhi stood for.

Principal Mrs. Ishwari Sharma encouraged the students to

follow the footsteps of the Father of the Nation and to be

self-reliant and honest like him. It was so motivating and

thought provoking for all the viewers, both online and

offline.

May Bapu and his teachings always guide us to fight a good 

fight with peace, self-reliance and brotherhood. 

*Happy Gandhi Jayanti *





Clicked 

and 

Clipped..



Click on the YouTube link to watch the program:

https://youtu.be/RYo0B2KQcbc

https://youtu.be/RYo0B2KQcbc


Gandhi Jayanthi Celebration (KG Students)   

Children made beautiful charaka on the occasion of Gandhi

Jayanthi. They were encouraged to know about Mahatma

Gandhi. The celebration activities motivated students to

know interesting facts about the Father of our Nation.



Dussehra Celebration  



The Ramayana is not just a story that happened long ago; it has a

philosophical, spiritual significance and a deep truth in it. It is said that

the Ramayana is happening in your own body.

Your soul is Rama, your mind is Sita, your breath or life-force, the prana,

is Hanuman, your awareness is Laxmana and your ego is Ravana.

When the mind was stolen by Ravana the ego, then, the soul got restless.

Now the soul cannot reach the mind on its own. It has to take the help

of the breath – the prana. With the help of the prana, the mind got

reunited with the soul, and the ego vanished. There is much to learn,

from the personal character of lord Ram, as well as the many stories in

the epic.

As we celebrate the Valmiki Jayanthi, let us look deeper, to 

find the hidden truth of the Ramayana.  

The Ramayana, the

ancient Sanskrit epic, one of the

two most important ancient

epics of India, was originally

written by sage Valmiki. The

book has about twenty four

thousand verses, divided into

seven parts and is very popular

even today. Every autumn

the Ramlila is performed at the

festival of Dassehra.

Valmiki Jayanthi







CELEBRATING OUR STATE

It was a day of overflowing energy and fun, as the 

celebration of Geetha Gayana on 28th October. 

Iconic Kannada songs were sung by a battalion of 

students and applauded by all. Singing was accompanied 

by dancing and audience joined the chorus part. The event 

was immensely energetic and everyone liked it a lot. 

The school was alive at that very moment. It was worthy

to think of our rich heritage. Events like these are the

reasons why the culture of every state and country is

remembered.

-Rohan, Class IX



"ಕಲಿತವರಿಗೆ ಅಮೃತ, ನೆನೆದವರಿಗೆ ನೆರಳು, ಅಂಧರಿಗೆದಾರಿದೀಪ, 

ಅಪಿ್ಪ ಕೀ ಕನ್ನ ಡವ" ಎಂದು ಕನ್ನ ಡ ಅಭಿಮಾನ್ವನ್ನನ

ವಯ ಕತ ಪಡಿಸುತ್ತತ , ಇದರ ಅಂಗವಾಗಿ ಕನ್ನ ಡಮತ್ತತ ಸಂಸ್ಕ ೃತಿ ಇಲಾಖೆ

ಅಕಟ ೀಬರ್ 28 ಗುರುವಾರಬೆಳಗೆೆ 11 ಗಂಟೆಗೆಆಯೀಜಿಸಿದ ಲಕ್ಷ

ಕಂಠಗಳ ಗಿೀತ್ತಗಾಯನ್ಕಾಯಯಕರ ಮದಲಿಿ ನ್ಮಮ ಶಾಲೆಯೂ

ಪಾಲೆ್ಂಡಿತ್ತ

"ಜೈಕನ್ನ ಡಂಬೆ"

https://youtu.be/3EHJOJK541M

Click on the YouTube link to watch the program:

https://youtu.be/3EHJOJK541M






ದೇಶದಮೊದಲಗೃಹಸ್ಚಿವರಾಗಿದದ ಂತಹಸ್ದಾಯರ್
ವಲಿಬಾಯ್
ಪಟೇಲ್ರವರುಭಾರತದಏಕತೆಗಾಗಿಶರ ಮಿಸಿದದರು.
ಸ್ವಾ ತಂತರ ಯ
ಸಿಕಕ ಮೇಲೂಕೆಲವಂದುಭೂಪರ ದೇಶಗಳುರಾಜಮತ್ತತ
ವಿದೇಶಿಗರ
ವಶದಲಿಿದದ ವು. ಇದನ್ನನ ವಶಪಡಿಸಿಕಂಡು ಭವಯ ಭಾರತ
ನಿಮಾ೯ಣಕೆಕ
ಕಾರಣರಾದವರುಪಟೇಲ್ಅವರು. ಪಾಟೇಲ್ಅವರ
ಜನ್ಮ ದನ್ದಅಂಗವಾಗಿಅಕಟ ೀಬರ್31ರಂದು "ರಾಷ್ಟಟ ರ ೀಯ
ಏಕತ್ತದನ್"ವನ್ನನ ಗಿಆಚರಣೆಮಾಡಲಾಗುತತ ದೆ. ಇಂದು
ಪಟೇಲ್ರವರ 146 ನೇಜನ್ಮ ದನ್ನಚರಣೆಯನ್ನನ
ಆಚರಿಸ್ಲಾಗುತಿತ ದೆ. ಉಕ್ಕಕ ನ್ಮನ್ನಷ್ಯ ಎಂದುಕರೆಯಲಿ ಡುವ
ಸ್ದಾಯರ್ಅವರುಭಾರತಗಣರಾಜಯ ವಾಗುವಲಿಿ ಪರ ಮುಖ
ಪಾತರ ವಹಿಸಿದದ ರು.

2014 ಭಾರತಸ್ಕಾ೯ರವು " ರಾಷ್ಟಟ ರ ೀಯಏಕತ್ತ
ದನ್"ವನ್ನನ ಸ್ದಾ೯ರ್ವಲಿಭಬಾಯ್ಪಟೇಲ್ರವರ
ಜನ್ಮ ದನ್ದಂದುಆಚರಣೆಗೆತರಲಾಯಿತ್ತ. ದೇಶಕಾಕ ಗಿ
ಅವರುನಿೀಡಿರುವಅದುು ತಸೇವೆಗಾಗಿಅವರನ್ನನ
ಗೌರವಿಸ್ಲಾಗುತಿತ ದೆಮತ್ತತ ಅವರುಭಾರತದಏಕ್ಕೀಕರಣಕಾಕ ಗಿ
ಕಠಿಣವಾಗಿದುಡಿದರುವರು. 

2014ರಲಿಿ ಪರ ಧಾನಿನ್ರಂದರ ಮೊೀದರವರು
ಸ್ದಾಯರ್ವಲಿಭಭಾಯ್ಪಟೇಲ್ಅವರಿಗೆ
ಗೌರವಸೂಚಕವಾಗಿ "ರಾಷ್ಟಟ ರ ೀಯಏಕತ್ತದನ್"ವನ್ನನ
ಆಚರಿಸಿದರು.
ಗೃಹಸ್ಚಿವಾಲಯದಪರ ಕಾರಈವಷ್ಯ ಏಕತ್ತ
ದನ್ನಚರಣೆಯಅಂಗವಾಗಿದೇಶದವಿವಿಧಭಾಗಗಳಲಿಿ
ಹಲವಾರುಕಾಯಯಕರ ಮಗಳನ್ನನ ಆಯೀಜಿಸ್ಲಾಗಿದುದ
ಅವರಜನ್ಮ ದನ್ವನ್ನನ ಏಕತ್ತದನ್ವನ್ನನ ಗಿ
ಆಚರಿಸುತಿತ ದೆದ ೀವೆ. 

"ರಾಷ್ಟಟ ರ ೀಯಏಕತ್ತದನ್“





Igniting minds & optimistic spirits

World Students’ Day is celebrated to acknowledge

and honor the man who inspires me and a million

others to believe in themselves and pursue their

dream. The day is dedicated to the Missile Man of

India, Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam.

Dr. Kalam is very special not just for his vast scientific

knowledge or even his profound wisdom. What made him special

to me is his humaneness, his ability to connect with people

regardless of who they are. His huge heart filled with love,

compassion and empathy. His strong-will to help people and his

humbleness ignites us all towards goodness. His thoughts and

quotes help us to be optimistically better everyday.

He had been an embodiment of a sincerity and confidence, never

giving up his dreams and beliefs. That is what makes him an

inspiration to all of us. We look up to him because he provides us

with hope that we can be ourselves and successful.

“Winners are not who never fail, but those who never quit.” An

article would not be enough to express the respect and

admiration I have for Dr. Abdul Kalam but this is a small piece

of my gratitude celebrating one of the greatest people we have

ever seen. Nidhi Praveen, Class IX



“There is nothing more relieving than the freedom to paint what you 
want, what you like. Let the artist inside you come out and help you 
relieve your emotions and feelings using art. 
International artist day is being celebrated from year 2004 on 25th

october, as it is the birthday of Pablo Picasso, a famous spanish painter. 
Chris Macclure was the founder and creative director of this celebration 
day. He is a Canadian romantic realist artist in the white rock, BC. The 
day is to honor the artists and their contributions to society. 
Art has been an important part of the human experience for time out of 
mind. The first records of the world are not written in books, but are 
captured in paintings, sculptures, and music that helps to paint a picture 
of world lost to the past. Artists work hard to create their art, seeing 
things from a different perspective and add beauty to the world around 
us. Most artists work with many different mediums, thinking out of the 
box. 
The word artist encompasses painters, photographers, sculptors, 
musicians, dancers, writers, actors, digital artists, and more. Picasso was 
a painter, sculptor, ceramicist, poet, and playwright.
We should all take a moment to reflect on the incredible impact that art 
has had on us and the world around us. The work that they produce is 
outstanding, and for those of us who don’t have a creative bone in our 
bodies, we can really appreciate their talents!
“A picture is worth a thousand words and emotions. Let us celebrate 

world art day with lots of vibrant colours that express us. 
Let us bring out our creative sides and create art. Happy Artists’ Day!!

World Artist Day 



Beautiful Art in few minutes





PRE PRIMARY-ACTIVITIES AND 
CELEBRATIONS

Activities help children to be independent, 
inquisitive, think critically and learn from their own 

experience.









ENACT ACTIVITY
“ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE, AND ALL MEN AND WOMEN ARE 

MERELY PLAYERS”   

-SHAKESPEARE

Centre of excellence (coe) invited the students to emulate the

artist in them through a personality enact activity. Students

of classes 1 to 8 got an opportunity to exhibit their role models,

freedom fighters, historical/mythological/cartoon characters,

great leaders, characters of fairy tale, community helpers and

superheroes. Every participant shared a video, enacting in

hindi/english. Criteria for selecting best activity included

costume, makeup, theme adherence, expression & gestures.

Children participated with lots of enthusiasm and interest.

Link for few wonderful performances are included





BEAUTIFUL ENACTMENTS- GRADE I TO VIII
1) Pratiksha-VII C- Rani Channamma

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sszfLbcnyvG2_3rkL79K0281Q1wfb8VE/view?usp=s

haring

2) Anup Reddy K-VII C-Narasimma

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1svOPbSqy3BO3Gyezs8Qby60cuap_Tb-

W/view?usp=sharing

3) Manasvi- VI B- Shakunthala Devi

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1svOPbSqy3BO3Gyezs8Qby60cuap_Tb-

W/view?usp=sharing

4) M S Hemprakash –VIII D- Corona Warrier

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t4CUof2zTWeJrxAzklN4ee0NMg6ieTiv/view?usp=s

haring

5) Bhargav Das V B- Chandrasekhar Asad

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uE2xF_FLvzDOSZad5vQezE8iMDvGGeRW/view?us

p=sharing

6) Mehwish I C- fairy

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uJGnSbhqVtNwnEzVfrg6Ph41kpT8nhqr/view?usp=s

haring

7) Aahan- II C- Vegetable Vendor

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uNKIH5oPs2j791q3g0B_ugC5RrV-

Q0bX/view?usp=sharing

8) Perneesha –III B- Bharat matha

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uQDeddqAD1DT3hytI7l6fa9SIACvppuq/view?usp=s

haring

9) Aadhya Arvind – IV F – Charlie Chaplin

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uiOlGS9EmuMJWIWmHHvKyQcWRhPRYxpj/view?us

p=sharing

10) Harshit Raj -V D – Bhagat Singh

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ukuXfSuhH5B-

8_pVH9du1LAAI2bSjysO/view?usp=sharing

11) Sanaya -I F- Barbie Doll 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1luhdQBhqjr83_xUaaxzB98SjDV2SkQuO/view?usp=

sharing

12) Manasvi – I G

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PHakt_pKUn6b2UcGi5DZKkULhMi6IJwU/view?usp=

sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sszfLbcnyvG2_3rkL79K0281Q1wfb8VE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1svOPbSqy3BO3Gyezs8Qby60cuap_Tb-W/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1svOPbSqy3BO3Gyezs8Qby60cuap_Tb-W/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t4CUof2zTWeJrxAzklN4ee0NMg6ieTiv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uE2xF_FLvzDOSZad5vQezE8iMDvGGeRW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uJGnSbhqVtNwnEzVfrg6Ph41kpT8nhqr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uNKIH5oPs2j791q3g0B_ugC5RrV-Q0bX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uQDeddqAD1DT3hytI7l6fa9SIACvppuq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uiOlGS9EmuMJWIWmHHvKyQcWRhPRYxpj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ukuXfSuhH5B-8_pVH9du1LAAI2bSjysO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1luhdQBhqjr83_xUaaxzB98SjDV2SkQuO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PHakt_pKUn6b2UcGi5DZKkULhMi6IJwU/view?usp=sharing


Spark plug and Master Class Report-August

Jindal Vidya Mandir 
Vidyanagara

.
Conglom

Conglom helps children to develop 

life skills. Setting tone is a thought 

provoking process which motivates 

the children to follow the learning.



Objective : Create the story

Tone:  Creating story improve thinking skills



Dussehra celebration. 

Objective : Making aware of Indian festivals. 

Tone : Be good and do good.



Topic : Find the hidden words.     

Objective: Improve their observation skills.      

Tone: Find out the hidden opportunities and try 

to come forward.



Objective: Believe in yourself for anything we do in our life 

to achieve success…..

Tone : There are many problems in life but we should be 

strong, aware, believe in ourselves and be flexible to find 

its solution.



Making bottle pot 
Objective- Making creative art work  

Tone- everything has its own beauty by Om Prakash 
and Guru Prashant of 6B



Balancing the  Book 



Master Class 
Master class was conducted on dance by Mrs. Shreya
where our children learnt and enjoyed the dancing 
and felt refreshed.



LKG kids prepared greeting cards for dussehra
Celebration with the help of spark  master tejas raju of LKG ‘B’.

Spark plug

Dussehra Greetings



Colourful Lanterns

UKG kids made their own lantern by using colour papers and 
enjoyed the session which was conducted by spark  Master Naithik
Raj of UKG ‘C’ for Diwali celebration .



Butterfly Drawing













CCA  Competition 

Etiquette Display 





SPELL BEE COMPETITION
CCA ROUND 4 - CLASS 3 TO 5

Encouraging the students to concentrate on the

spellings, Spell Bee competition was conducted as

per the plan schedule. Students and parents showed

energetic enthusiasm to do their best. The various

rounds included were- Fill the missing letters,

Wordsearch, Unscramble the words and Dictation.

The event insisted the importance of learning 

spellings accurately.







Some memories are unforgettable, remaining ever vivid and 

heart warming ! .

A wonderful opportunity was given to students of Class I &

II of CCA Round IV to check their memory by observing and

reproducing. A warm welcome was given to the participant

and keeping in view of covid norms, temperature monitoring

and sanitization were done.

Children observed various things kept in the room and then

wrote names of various things that they remembered.

All the children were very excited and happy, coming to school

after more than one and a half year.



SAFE COMPETITION



Quiz Competition (CCA Round 4)
“Knowing the answers will help you in school. 

Knowing how to question will help you in life. –
Warren Berger“

CCA Round 4 Quiz competition (Class 6 to 8) was 
organised on 23/10/21 in the school auditorium. As a 
preliminary round, four participants were selected 
from each house. The finalists of all four houses-
Krishna, Kaveri, Ganga and Godavari competed on 
stage. Kaveri House won the first place. Second and 
third places were secured by Ganga house and 
Godavari house respectively.                                                                  



SWIRL MUSIC   – MUSIC IS 

THE SHORT HAND OF EMOTION.

HIGHLIGHTS:

• IN HOUSE TRAINING SESSION FOR ALL THE THREE 

SCHOOLS, JVM, JAV AND TAMANNA.

• WORKED ON JVM ANTHEM.

• CO-CREATION OF SYLLABUS FOR THE AY 22-23.

• TEACHERS RECEIVED CERTIFICATES ON COMPLETING 

THE TRAINING SESSIONS SUCCESSFULLY.

• HAD A GOOD CLOSING CEREMONY FOR THE TRAINING 

SESSION.

• VIDEO  BY MR. BASU AND TEAM PERFORMING TO 

MARK GRATITUDE TOWARDS VIJAYANAGAR TEAM.

• VOICE OF VIJAYNAGAR IN THE MONTH OF DECEMBER.

• NEWSLETTER BY SWIRL.



SHOW TIME

Yashvitha

Spoorthi - IV D

Tanvi –

UKG F

https://photos.app.goo.gl/ESTAKKowX821uiAK6 - Aadhya Arvind, IV F

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ng6bSG_EUQQYYMtrRrej-
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We had Ms. Priyanka T and Ms. Tanya Jindal from the I.T.

Department, JSW steels to elaborate on “THE CYBER

SECURITY AND THE IMPORTANCE OF THE

COMMUNITY AWARENESS ABOUT THE SAME.”

The students were made aware of the do’s and don’ts while

using the media and devices. The students of for class XI and

XII enthusiastically participated in the Q/A session and it

helped in enhancement of their information. The guests

answered all the queries in ample detail.

CYBER SAFETY AWARENESS
COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAM



With the help of COP in-charges and the SCB

members, students will reach out to the community

with the knowledge gained, with an approach of

“each one, teach one.” This, in-turn, would hopefully

encourage the community members to spread cyber-

awareness.



KUCHIPUDI WORK SHOP 

SPIC MACAY tries its best to take our cultural heritage to the

students, and helps them to find positive spirits in these stressful

times. With an view of instilling an interest in the art forms,

nine students of our school were given an opportunity to attend

the five day workshop organized by SPIC MACAY. It was a

golden opportunity to be trained by a team lead by

Mrs. Vijayanthi Kashi, winner of Padma Bhushan, who was the

former chairperson of Karnataka Sangeeta Nritya Academy.

Students of numerous schools participated in the work shop.

Students performed online the Kuchipudi dance that they learnt

in the workshop. It was a great exposure wherein students learnt

about Indian culture, self discipline, dedication, determination

and dance. Participant students expressed sincere thanks to

Principal Ma’am, Mrs. Ishwari Sharma, Dance sir Mr. Promod

Kumar, our school and SPIC MACAY for this mesmerizing

experience.





Parents Opinion
The Agenda of the PTA session was reopening of school for grades 1

to 8- as government issued directives regarding. Reopening of school

was considered essential for socio-emotional development and

adherence to a routine in children.

Most parents insisted that school should reopen with due emphasis

on sanitization, hygiene and safety. As students were excited and

eagerly waiting for offline sessions, parents were doubtful about the

adaptability of students.

Parents proposed to reopen higher classes as it would be difficult for

younger students to wear masks all the time. Suggestions to reopen

after vaccination of all the students’ was putforth. Suggestions to

call students on alternate days and to reopen after Diwali break was

expressed.

Ms Ishwari K Sharma , President, PTA assured Students’

inhibitions regarding their physical appearance, behaviour to be laid

to rest by parents. Decision to reopen in Vidyanagar for grades 1 to 8

will be taken after the committee members meeting. Principal of

JVM, Ms Nisha T S, Principal of JVM, HST expressed her

confidence in the adaptability of children. Nevertheless, transport

would be a deterrent in reopening school at VV Nagar and HST.

Asst Secretary of PTA, Mrs. Sabitha Nair thanked members for their

presence.





VOLUNTARY SERVICE

“Service To Mankind Is Service To God” 
-Swami Vivekananda 

IAYP is an international award program which has four essential

parts- skill development, physical activity, voluntary service and

adventure trip. All these skills focus on the non-academic all round

development of the participants.

Voluntary service is part of it, that insists on sowing the seeds of

service mindedness in the young individuals. Having all the

situational constraints in consideration, the award coordinators and

leaders guided the participants to help the children of the school

support staff. Under this, each award participant would be helping

a child with one of their academic subject. The participants were

guided to choose a topic and fix a target to be accomplished in the

next 13 weeks. Spending a duration of one hour per week helped the

learners to overcome the barriers of online education and understand

the topics better.

'Each one; teach one' ideology ensured an individual attention for 

the learners.





IEO Orientation 
An orientation session was conducted on 19.10.21, for the students and

parents to sensitize them about the rules and regulations to be followed

during online Olympiad exam. Participants of various classes joined

through zoom link. Mrs Debjani Sannyasi explained the rules and

instructions with the presentation.

Information about mock test, reaches the students in the registered

mobile number through SMS. It was conducted by SOF, 7 days before

the actual exam. After logging in the children should check the camera,

speaker, and microphone. Violation of the rules, would be warned by the

SOF authorities. For example, moving away from the seat, asking help

of someone during exam time etc. would be caught in the camera and

held as evidence.

Subject experts Mrs. Ojasvita Anand, Mr. Sangamesh and Mr. Peer

Mohamed answered the queries of the children. They also briefed about

the questions pattern and the common mistakes done by children through

a presentation.

Queries of the parents were answered by facilitators.

The orientation programme helped the participants greatly, to give their

best in “The International English Olympiad” ( IEO ) Examination. It

was conducted in Online Mode on 30th October for Senior Section and

31st October for Junior section.





NDA Guidance Session 

In line with the career guidance and counselling initiatives, 

NDA guidance session was organized by the school 

counsellor. 

JVM, Vidya nagar had Mr. Deepak Prasad as our 

esteemed speaker to enlighten the students of class XII.

The students were informed in detail about the various 

steps to prepare for NDA.

The session was very informative. Students participated 

enthusiastically and clarified their queries.



Olympiad Toppers Felicitation

Olympiad toppers (2019-20) of present class 9, 10 and 12
were felicitated by our honourable Principal, Mrs. Ishwari
K Sharma. Zonal and school level toppers received cash
prizes, medals and certificates.



SPOTLIGHT STUDENT

Miss. Saanvi Sagar

Sherekar

UKG-E-VVN, conducted

Sparkplug session on

Rakhi making

SPOTLIGHT TEACHER

Actively takes up 

given tasks, 

perfectionist and also 

fondly supporting 

through taking online 

classes for our one of 

the branches at Sholtu

Mrs. Poornima Harnal



Spotlight Students of LKG and UKG 

Spark plug of October month 

done by Tejas Raju C.V of 

LKG-B sec  made a greeting 

card for inviting relatives for 

Dussehra celebration.

Spark plug - Spark Master 

Naithik Raj (UKG - C )  

He taught how to make our 

own lantern🏮 for Diwali

Spotlight  Teacher 

Rekha Kurdekar is 

creative and innovative 

in planning activities. 

She  conducts music 

classes enthusiastically.



“EVERY BEGINNING HAS AN END AND 
EVERY END IS A NEW BEGINNING”

SHE HAS BEEN A STRONG SOURCE OF INSPIRATION 

AND COURAGEOUS GUIDING FORCE

SHE LIFTED OUR CONFIDENCE WHEN IT DIPPED

AND RENDERED A HELPING HAND IN NEED

HARD WORK, DEDICATION AND DETERMINATION 

WOULD TAKE YOU GREAT HEIGHTS

HARD TO SAY GOOD BYE BUT HAPPY FOR THE OPPORTUNITY 

THAT WE GOT TO BE WITH YOU THESE YEARS

THANKYOU FOR THE WAY YOU MADE US FEEL COMFORTALE

AND BEST WISHES FOR ALL FUTURE ENDEAVOURS



ACHIEVEMENTS 

Congratulations to our teachers for the 

completion of creative teaching course.



Upcoming Jubilation

• Kannada Rajyotsava

• Deepawali Celebation

• JVM Fest

• Children’s Day

• Art & Science Exhibition

• JVM Cultural Meet

• Kanaka Dasa Jayanti

• PTM 



“The truest wisdom is a resolute determination”

Thank you


